
                                                                                                                                                        November 18th-22nd 
 Mr. Ed’s Awesome News! 

This Week 

We had a great week learning about the letter “C”.  This week we read Copycats to help us learn new 

words that start with the “C” sound.  Throughout the story we practiced saying each of the words 

that started with “C”.  During circle time we sorted “C” words into different categories, watched our 

Sesame Street C Podcast, and practiced the “C” sound by singing “C is For Cookie” along with Cookie 

Monster! 

This week we learned all about bears.  We learned that during the winter bears hibernate (sleep for 

a long time).  We learned about what bears have to do to get ready to hibernate and where they 

sleep for the winter.  Throughout the week we also learned about many fictional bears (bears that 

are not real) by reading Brown Bear Brown Bear, Corduroy, and Paddington. Throughout the week, 

during center time we had the chance to create each of these bears to use while we retold their 

stories! 

In Art Class, we continued work on our Piet Mondrian inspired projects.  We added colors to the 

designs we made with our black lines.  We filled in our rectangles and squares with the primary colors 

red, yellow, and blue just like Piet Mondrian did with his abstract paintings! 

This week we had the chance to venture outside to play in the snow!  We had a blast throwing snow, 

making snowballs, and attempting to make a snowman.  Throughout the week we played in our outdoor 

center, in the sensory table, built with magnets, and constructed bridges to help our bears cross the 

river.   
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